ABSTRACT Visual place recognition (VPR) is a fundamental but challenging problem that has not been solved completely for a long time, especially in a kaleidoscopic environment. Recent advanced works which exploit ConvNet landmarks as a representation of an image for the VPR have demonstrated promising performance under condition and viewpoint changes. In this paper, we propose an improved ConvNet landmark-based VPR with better robustness and higher matching efficiency by extending this method from two aspects. First, we introduce hashing to find global optimal landmark matches for each landmark in the query image to boost the quality of matched landmark pairs. Second, we apply the sequence search for finding the best matches basing on the temporal information attached in both query and reference images. The experiments which conducted on four challengeable benchmark datasets show that our approach significantly enhances the robustness of traditional ConvNet landmark-based VPR and outperforms the state-of-the-art ConvNet feature-based VPR named SeqCNNSLAM. Moreover, our method has higher computing efficiency than previous ConvNet landmark-based VPR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual place recognition (VPR) is a basic research topic in computer vision and robotics, and focuses on such a problem: given a query image of a place, can a VPR system determine whether or not this image is of a place existing in a map? For a mobile robot, the system decides whether or not the current view of a robot is a place it has ever viewed. This activity aids the robot in relocating the place and building an exact map of the environment [1] . However, new challenges are encountered under complexly and changeably external environment. Those challenges roughly come from two aspects [2] : condition and viewpoint changes. Usually, condition changes are caused by appearance variations, such as illumination, weather, and season. Viewpoint changes arise from different viewing perspectives of a camera.
In the past two decades, the hand-crafted descriptors dominate VPR and are adopted by most actual VPR systems. These descriptors are broadly divided into two categories [2] , namely, local descriptor based [4] - [6] and global descriptor based [7] - [9] . Local descriptor-based approaches, such
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiangjie Kong. as SIFT [11] , SURF [12] , ORB [13] , selectively extract notable or interesting parts of an image. By contrast, global descriptor-based methods, for example Gist [14] , process the whole image to obtain the descriptor of an image. These methods all have some flaws: Local descriptor-based approaches demonstrate favorable robustness to viewpoint change but are sensitive to illumination, whereas global descriptor-based methods being with favorable illumination invariance are not robust to viewpoint change. Recently, deep convolutional neural network (CNN) has received great success and has shown remarkable capability in feature learning [3] , [10] , [15] . Literatures [16] , [17] used the outputs of the intermediate layers of AlexNet [18] , a pre-trained CNN, as whole image descriptor in their VPR systems to overcome the shortcomings of hand-crafted descriptors. Their experimental results reveal that the outputs of conv3 and pool5 exhibit favorable condition and viewpoint invariance, respectively. However, none of these outputs can handle simultaneous condition and viewpoint changes well. ConvNet landmark-based VPR has shown impressive results under simultaneous condition and viewpoint changes, such as [19] and [20] . These landmark-based methods succeed because they combined the advantages of global and local descriptors [21] , [22] . More specifically, compared to hand-crafted local descriptor, landmark-based descriptor can acquire an enhanced condition invariance of global descriptor-based methods, because a landmark is larger than a region used for hand-crafted descriptor. Moreover, a landmark is smaller than a whole image. Thus, a viewpoint invariance of local descriptor-based approaches can be obtained. These ConvNet landmark-based methods have enabled VPR technology to reach a new height in recognition accuracy.
Our work is motivated by the following two problems observed in the experimental results produced by the successful ConvNet landmark-based visual place recognition system in [19] (for simplicity, we denote it as CNLVPR). First, CNLVPR performs a bidirectional-nearest-neighbor matching scheme between a query image and a reference image to find similar landmarks, which means two landmarks that are nearest to each other under a certain distance metric will be regarded as a similar matched landmark pair. However, those landmark pairs selected as similar ones could be very weak even dissimilar (as shown in Fig.1 ) because they are just mutual nearest neighbors (NN) in every two images, which do not mean that they are exactly similar from a human's vision. Moreover, those weak landmark pairs are easy to cause false matches and bring extra computing burden for a VPR system. Second, CNLVPR performs linear search for finding the most similar candidate images by matching the current image with all the images stored in a reference dataset. It is easy be fooled because its results heavily relied on the quality of image representation. For example, if there is a big black block which acts as an occlusion in a query image and only a small marge of the scene is captured, the CNLVPR might match the query image with a night scene by a high confidence, thereby posing a problem in existing CNLVPR.
To tackle these two potential problems, in this paper we propose an improved ConvNet landmark-based visual place recognition pipeline by extending the method [19] . For the first problem, we replace the approach of finding similar landmark pairs in previous CNLVPR with a quick indexing mechanism that can globally perceive where the candidate landmarks are probably in before answering which one is the most similar. For this end, we use the approximate nearest neighbor search to directly obtain the k-NN matches of a group of query landmark features in a reference feature space. Comparing to previous CNLVPR, our indexed similar landmarks are more reliable because they are globally optimal not just between a query image and a reference image. By this way, given a query image, if we find the k-NN matches for its extracted landmarks, we can easily get a dominant set of images in which each member owns at least one similar landmark with the query image. Eventually, the similar visual place can be determined within the dominant set. To our knowledge, the hashing family is popularly used in computer vision, information retrieval, and machine learning [30] - [33] , [36] , [43] for approximate k-NN search. We explore the possibility of leveraging hashing for globally finding similar landmarks to enhance the performance of CNLVPR. Among a variety of existing hashing algorithm, literature [31] shown that its proposed method called multiprobe version of cross-polytope LSH is suitable for large-scale high-dimensional data retrieval. For example, on a dataset with about 1 million points in around 100 dimensions, this method typically requires a few milliseconds per query (running on a reasonably modern desktop CPU). In addition, the recent Ann-benchmarks [42] reveal that the hashing method in [31] is especially competitive when the RAM budget is quite restrictive. For simplicity, we use the term MultipCpLSH for the multiprobe version of cross-polytope LSH in this article. For the second problem, we employ temporal information as prior to help find the best matching places. As an embodiment of temporal information, the sequence search shows better performance [23] - [26] than the matching of single-frame, even under extreme condition changes [27] , [28] . This result has prompted us to combine sequence search and ConvNet landmark-based image representation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly review related works, including ConvNet landmark-based VPR, MultipCpLSH-based k-NN search, and sequence search. In Section III, we describe our proposed method in detail. Section IV discusses experimental results and performance of our algorithm. In Section V, the conclusions drawn from this work are provided.
II. BACKGROUND WORK A. REVIEW OF CONVNET LANDMARK-BASED VPR
The ConvNet landmark-based descriptor has been proven to be efficient in coping with viewpoint and condition changes VOLUME 7, 2019 and is the core of outstanding performance of CNLVPR. Specifically, the framework of CNLVPR consists of the following major steps.
Step 1 (Landmark Detection): Given a method to produce object proposal, CNLVPR first detects N object proposal for each query image and each reference image. These detected object proposals are regarded as landmarks.
Step 2 (ConvNet Feature Extraction): Given a kind of Convolutional Neural Networks, CNLVPR then extracts one feature for each landmark in Step 1. Hence, CNLVPR obtains N ConvNet landmark features for per image.
Step 3 (Feature Reduction): Features in Step 2 will undergo dimensionality reduction for fast computation speed and small memory spending. For example, in literature [19] , Gaussian Random Projection [34] , [35] is used for dimensionality reduction.
Step 
Step 5 (Find the Best Match): The best match of the query image I a can be found by sweeping through all the images on the reference dataset. The highest score will be considered as the best match.
B. MULTIPCPLSH-BASED k-NN INDEXING
The hashing-based k-NN search can be defined as follows: Given a set of n points X ⊂ R d , the goal is to build a data structure that answers nearest neighbor queries efficiently: for a given query point q ∈ R d , find the point x ∈ R d that is closest to q under an appropriately chosen distance metric. For this end, L hash tables (L ≥ 1), which consist of plenty of ''buckets'' are firstly built. Then, all points in X are mapped to these ''buckets'' via a group of hashing functions. If two points in X are similar under a certain distance metric during this process, then they will be mapped to a same ''bucket'' with a high probability. Eventually, the approximate k-NN of a query point q can be indexed in X quickly within several ''buckets'' of these hash tables. In this article, we employ MultipCpLSH to implement this hashing-based searching.
MultipCpLSH is specially designed to find the k-NNs for angular distance and it makes data-independent hashing reach to a new height. The success of MultipCpLSH is attributed to two reasons. First, MultipCpLSH can efficiently partition the surface of a unit sphere by using pseudo cross-polytope. Second, it uses multiprobe when finding k-NNs which means MultipCpLSH query more than one ''bucket'' in each table, thereby significantly reducing the number of independent hash tables and memory footprints. 
C. SEQUENCE SEARCH-BASED VPR
Sequence search-based idea was first introduced to VPR by SeqSLAM in [27] . SeqSLAM finds the best matching sequence by searching a contrast-enhanced difference matrix which is calculated based on pixel-level image representation. Sequence search is the core of the remarkable performance of SeqSLAM. Subsequently, a ConvNet descriptorbased sequence search method SeqCNNSLAM [23] was proposed. To the best of our knowledge, SeqCNNSLAM now is the state-of-the-art sequence search based VPR, which mainly involves three steps as follows: (a) Feature extraction. calculating the sequence similarity score is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
III. OUR PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we describe our method in detail, which is a robust VPR algorithm exploits the advantages of ConvNet landmark-based representation, MultipCpLSH-based k-NN index, and sequence search. For simplicity, we refer to our proposed method as H-SeqCNLVPR. The pipeline of our H-SeqCNLVPR, shown in the Fig.2 , can be concluded to four main steps that are descripted in the following section A to D. In the first step, ConvNet landmarks and reduced features are generated. MultipCpLSH-based searching index is constructed based on all landmark descriptors of reference images in the second step. In the third step, a similarity matrix saving voting score between query and reference images is calculated. The best matches of a query set are selected according to the results of sequence search on the similarity matrix in the last step. There are many mathematical symbols in our method. We list them in the following Table 1 before introducing the pipeline of our work.
A. EXTRACTING OF CONVNET LANDMARKS AND FEA-TURES
Given a set of N query images I q = I q n , n = 1, 2, . . . , N , and a set of M reference images I r = I r m , m = 1, 2, . . . , M . In contrast to CNLVPR, we extract landmarks using object proposal approach BING [39] instead of EdgeBoxes [40] because we find that BING has better repeatability in extracting landmarks than EdgeBoxes, which is desirable in the ConvNet landmark-based VPR. An additional discussion on BING and EdgeBoxes are available in [20] and [41] . For each query image I q n and reference image I r m , our method first selects the top-N L object proposals that are extracted by BING as landmarks. We crop the extracted landmarks from query and reference images and denote them as The difference with CNLVPR is that we only use the output of the pool5 layer as a description of a landmark without the conv3 layer. We use the pool5 layer for the following three reasons: (a) As discussed in Section I, the pool5 layer has the best condition invariance among the layers in AlexNet, and a region-based feature description has the merit of local descriptor-based methods with favorable robustness to viewpoint change. Therefore, we believe that their combination can simultaneously achieve favorable robustness to condition and viewpoint changes. (b) The pool5 layer has more pooling operation than the conv3 layer; thus, the output of the pool5 layer can achieve an improved invariance to image transformation [19] . (c) The output of the pool5 layer has smaller dimension than conv3; hence, this layer can save memory usage of a VPR system. After feature extraction, we also apply Gaussian Random Projection [34] , [35] to perform dimensionality reduction for above extracted features from the pool5 layer like CNLVPR. In our experiments, we project the original 9216 dimensions to 1024 dimensions. 
B. CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPCPLSH-BASED INDEX
In our approach, MultipCpLSH is used to construct a searching index based on all reference images. We complete it VOLUME 7, 2019 off-line. In the part A of this section, we have normalized all the ConvNet features so that all the feature points lie in the surface of a unit sphere. That is favorable in MultipCpLSH because the Cross-polytope hash functions in it can efficiently partition the unit sphere, which allows us to achieve k-NNs precisely. Before the construction of a searching index, we renumber all the normalized ConvNet features in all reference images by the order of their numerical scores and corresponding serial number of images. We then map all the normalized features to the hash tables to construct the searching index. In addition, we establish a lookup table storing a mapping from the index of a normalized feature and the serial number (r m ) of reference image. For brevity, we denote this lookup table as LUT and denote all the hash tables as LSHTs. Thus, we can get the k-NNs of a query ConvNet landmark feature to get the similar landmarks of a query landmark by searching the related ''buckets'' after mapping the feature of the query landmark into the LSHTs. The bonding box information of these similar landmarks can also be obtained by looking up LUT. More specifically, for a query image I q n , we map each landmark feature F i q n in F q to corresponding ''buckets'' in the LSHTs through crosspolytope hash functions. Then, k-NN search (we setk = K ) are performed to find the top − K similar features of each query landmark feature in related ''buckets''. Besides, we can also get the indices and Euclidean distances of the K -NNs for each query landmark. We denote them as (idxs, in the LSHTs is far faster than finding the K -NNs using a linear search in the whole feature space. Furthermore, we can acquire the bounding boxes information as well as the serial number of related reference image of similar landmarks according to LUT. By above steps, we can precisely get well matched similar landmarks which are global optimal in contrast to CNLVPR.
C. CALCULATION OF SIMILARITY MATRIX
After getting the global optimal K similar landmarks of each query landmark in query image I q n , we can calculate the similarity score between I q n and images I r m in the reference dataset. For each query feature in F q , the following process will be applied to vote for images in the reference dataset: (a) for the feature . be approximately 0. Eventually, we put this similarity score into the image pair I q n , I r m , by this way we get at most K similarity scores and build at most K image pairs between I q n and I r for a query landmark F i q n . Moreover, we obtain a set of reference images R I qn which have similar landmarks with the image I q n after processing all query landmarks of I q n . We dub this set R I qn as the candidate dominant set of I q n . (d) Calculate the sum of similarity score within each image pair. Ultimately, we can get a similarity matrix S = S I qn ,I rm ∈ R N ×M after calculating the similarity between all query images and reference images. One row in the similarity matrix represents a query image, and one column represents a reference image. The cross point of the row q n and column r m represents the similarity score between the query image I qn and reference image I r m . It is worth noting that our similarity matrix is much sparse than the similarity matrix calculated by CNLVPR because every matched similar landmark pairs are based on a global reference feature space so that similar landmarks of a query image focus on several reference images with a high probability. An example of similarity matrix of them are displayed in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively.
D. SEQUENCE SEARCH WITHIN SIMILARITY MATRIX
For each query image, we now have got a dominant set. We calculate all sequence trajectory scores to find the best matching sequence as the Algorithm 1, but we will not sweep through the entire similarity matrix, only the images within every dominant set. Then, the middle of image's serial number of the best matching sequence will be selected as a match candidate for the current query image. A ratio test following SeqSLAM will be executed to determine whether the candidate match is a positive match: If the maximum score trajectory within a sliding window of range R window is a factor of µ larger than the second largest trajectory score outside the window, then the candidate match related to the maximum scoring trajectory is deemed to be a positive match. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Extensive experiments are conducted on four benchmark datasets to evaluate the performance of our proposed method. This section describes the setup of experiments in this work, performance evaluation, and provides analyses based on the results.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATASETS
Above four datasets are challengeable and with various characteristics that are listed in Table 2 . It needs to be pointed out that we use the same datasets and subsets with comparative works, literature [19] and [23] , to make the following comparisons more convincing.
a: GARDEN POINT DATASET
This dataset includes three subsets that are all collected from a same traverse at the Garden Point Campus of the Queensland University of Technology. Here, we use two of them named Day_left and Day_right. They are all recorded during the day. Several samples are illustrated in Fig.6 . As indicated by their names, Day_left denotes that images in this subset were captured during a daytime on the left side of the traverse. The same definition is applied to Day_right. These two subsets can be used to evaluate the robustness of the VPR under viewpoint change. This dataset can be publicly downloaded from this URL. 1 
b: MAPILLARY DATASET
Mapillary is a service like Google Street View. It supports users to upload sequence of GPS-attached photos and provides an API interface to download these sequences. Since many roadways have been mapped by more than one user, Mapillary is very suitable to obtain subsets for VPR evaluation. The Berlin Kurfürstendamm subset was recorded by a bike rider on the bike lane and from the upper deck of a tourist bus. 113 and 142 images are collected respectively. In the Berlin Halenseestraβe subset, 51 images were collected form a car road and 86 images were collected from a bike lane. These two datasets can be freely fetched from the website. 2 Some samples are shown in Fig.7 .
c: NORDLAND DATASET
The Nordland dataset shown in Fig.8 consists of four video footages of the same long train journey but different seasons for 10 hours. The Nordland dataset is suitable for evaluating condition invariance of a VPR algorithm because only appearance change occurs among different subsets without viewpoint change. An additional discussion of this dataset is also available in Literature [28] . For our experiments, we select the Spring and Winter subsets, which were recorded in spring and winter respectively. We extract image frames at a rate of 1 fps and exclude images that are inside tunnels or when the train stops. Ultimately, we obtain 3143 images from each subset. We crop images in the Winter subset to a size of 720 × 480 by down-sampling those images. Then, we horizontally shift these down-sampling images by 8.3%, 11.1% and 13.9% in original images to simulate viewpoint change. The corresponding shift pixels are 60, 80 and 100 pixels. thereby, we obtain additional four subsets Winter_0%, Winter_8.3%, Winter_11.1%, and Winter_13.9%. We also crop images in the Spring subset to 720 × 480 and denote the new subset as Spring_0%. Note that each image in the Winter_0% has no viewpoint change with respect to the image of the corresponding place in the Spring_0%. This dataset is available online. 3 
d: ST LUCIA DATASET
The St Lucia Dataset [38] recorded a place in the Brisbane suburb of St Lucia by using a forward-facing camera that was mounted on a car. Those video footages were made on a uniform roadway with the same starting and ending points. The route was traversed five times in 2 days over 3 weeks to obtain different illumination changes between early morning and late afternoon. We use two subsets, namely, 100909_0845 and 110909_1545; these subsets were captured at 08:45 on September 10, 2009, and 15:45 on September 11, 2009 correspondingly. We use 4000 images uniformly sampled from the two subsets. This dataset can be downloaded from the website. 4 Image samples St Lucia are shown in Fig.9 .
2) GROUND TRUTH
For the St Lucia dataset, the ground truth was created through the GPS information which was provided with the dataset. Two images within 20 meters are considered in a same place, consistent with the tolerance used in literature [20] , [23] , [29] . The ground truth for the Nordland and Garden point datasets has been calibrated by their creator. For these two datasets, we adopt the same criterion with [23] , where a match can be accepted if the matched place is within two frames errors compared to their ground truth. The initial ground truth of Mapillary were created with help of the GPS data tagged in every image then refined manually.
3) EVALUATION METHODS
We compare our method H-SeqCNLVPR with CNLVPR and SeqCNNSLAM. Besides, H-CNLVPR is acted as an intermediate method of H-SeqCNLVPR which do not utilize sequence search in image matching to test the effectiveness of hashing-based landmark matching. In this work, four metrics are applied to evaluate our proposed method. (a)Pre-cisionrecall curve. This curve is the most common approach for evaluating VPR. Ideally, a perfect VPR system will achieve 100% precision at 100% recall. In this work, a match is considered positive if two images or sequences pass a ratio test and negative otherwise. Every image of a place in our three datasets has a ground truth match, thus there are no true negatives and every negative must be false negative (FN ). If a match is positive but is not consistent with the ground truth, then the match is called false positive (FP) and true positive (TP) otherwise. Lately, Precison = TP/(TP + FP) and Recall = TP/(TP+FN ). In this article, we get precisionrecall curves by changing the rate µ of the ratio test when find the best matches. (b) Maximum recall at 100% precision. This metric is especially important for robot applications. For instance, in the loop closure detection of simultaneous localization and mapping [2] , additional exact loops will contribute to generate an exact map. Hence a considerable recall is expected. However, wrong loops are risky and can even destroy an established map. So, the 100% precision should be insured simultaneously. If a VPR system can achieve a high recall at 100% precision, then it is considered an excellent VPR system. (c) Matching efficiency. Running time is also considered in our tests to comprehensively evaluate different VPR approaches.
Besides, we also evaluate the quality of matched landmark pairs by analyzing their geometric relationships. This idea is inspired by [20] , where the spatial consistence was introduced as constrains to remove weak or wrong matched landmark pairs. In this paper, we utilize average error of center offset to measure the spatial consistence of matched landmark pairs in matched images, which is demonstrated in Fig.5 . To a matched visual place, like Fig.5(a) and (b) , we first quantizes the original coordinate space by dividing them by 10 to accommodate image deformation, so if an landmark is with center of (1048, 1536), the quantized coordinate is (104, 153) . Second, the offset of two matched landmarks is calculated according to their quantized central coordinates, as shown in Fig.5(c) . we also illustrate the geometric offset in Fig.5(d) . Then the average error of center offset Er(I q , I r ) is calculated by the following Eq.(4).
where
I q , I r are a matched query and reference images respectively. They have L matched landmark pairs. c q , r q and c r , r r are the central indexes of column and row of matched landmark in query and reference images respectively. c, r represents offset happening in a column and a row. σ c , σ r is the average center offset over matched landmark pairs. The average errors of geometric center offset can reflect the quality of matched landmarks. Well matched images always equip with small error of geometric center offset.
4) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In all experiments, we extracted 50 landmarks for every image (namely, N L = 50) in the first step of our method and CNLVPR. In the third step, MultipCpLSH is a kind of approximate nearest neighbor search, which means it does not guarantee to return the actual nearest neighbors in every case. In addition, similar features in the LSHTs are placed into a same bucket with a high probability but not a certainty. So, our method searches the k-NNs for each query landmark instead of the NN, which has a high probability to contain at least one similar landmark from a corresponding ground truth image. A high K will result in extended search time and will lead to weak or error landmark matching pairs. Here, we selected a small K = 3 in our experiments. In MultipCpLSH, indexing accuracy is mainly controlled by three parameters, namely, the number of hash functions N hf in per hash table, the number of hash tables L ht , and the number of probes T p . The selection of L ht based on available memory is wise, a larger L ht will improve searching accuracy but bring more burden of memory. We have a trade-off between N hf and T p : the larger N hf is, the more probes we need to achieve a given probability of success, and vice versa. The best way to choose N hf and T p is usually the following parameter FIGURE 6. Evaluation of the robustness to viewpoint changes on the Garden Point dataset. The results in terms of the precision-recall curve are shown in (a). Our proposed hashing-based VPR methods perform quite well, especially the one with sequence search, and outperform previous CNLVPR [19] , and SeqCNNSLAM [23] . Three instances of matched images and corresponding matched landmark pairs that produce by our optimizing landmark matching method are shown in (b). For each instance, the bounding boxes with the same color are matched correctly. (Best viewed in color). search: Try increasing values of N hf , and for each value of N hf , find the right number of probes T p so that we get the desired accuracy. In our experiments, we fixed L ht = 100 and N hf = 4 building hash tables based on L ht , and N hf , then we found the best T p using the following method: for the feature samples in query images, linear search was first performed to find its NN in a reference feature space, after that we increased T p to achieve the desired accuracy on the basis of the result of the linear search. The desired accuracy in our experiments is 90%. According to the literature [23] , the performance of sequence searching is controlled by many parameters. For subsequent fair comparisons, our method follows the default parameters with SeqCNNSLAM (listed in Table 3 ). Among those key parameters, sequence length ds is presumably the most influential one. The performance of the sequence searching-based VPR with extended sequence length ds is improved in terms of precision and recall because extended sequences are distinct and less likely to result in false matching [28] . All experiments in this work were conducted on a desktop PC with four cores of CPU@3.30 GHz, 32 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA GTX1050Ti graphic card (only used to extracted Convnet features). A rapid search could be achieved by applying parallel algorithms.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) ROBUSTNESS TO VIEWPOINT CHANGES
In this section, we analyze the robustness of our methods to changes in viewpoint due to different traverse lanes when people captured testing images or robot revisited a place. We conducted four experiments with Garden Point, Mapillary, and Nordland datasets. Fig.6 shows the results over Garden Point dataset. Comparisons with traditional CNLVPR and a state-of-the-art Sequence-based VPR method SeqC-NNSLAM in terms of precision-recall curve are displayed in Fig.6(a) . our proposed hashing-based H-CNLVPR and HSeqCNLVPR perform quite well and surpass CNLVPR [19] and SeqCNNSLAM [23] . Our methods improve the robustness of ConvNet landmark-based CNLVPR under viewpoint changes. In addition, Sequence searching takes effect in further boosting the performance of a VPR method, which can be seen from H-SeqCNLVPR and H-CNLVPR. Besides, in our quantitative result, the maximum recall at 100% precision of H-SeqCNLVPR is 91.1% (76% for H-CNLVPR) while the value is 33.2% for SeqCNNSLAM and 17.5 for CNLVPR. For this metric, our H-SeqCNLVPR is much high than SeqC-NNSLAM and CNLVPR. Fig.6 (b) displays many samples of detected similar landmarks on Garden Point images. Landmarks with the same color of each instance are matched landmarks. They are matched correctly.
Like the results on Garden Point dataset, our methods achieve competitive place recognition accuracy on the Mapillary dataset (as shown in Figs.7(a) and (c) ), where the types of viewpoint changes are more complex and harsher (simultaneously horizontal and vertical shift). As expected, the recognition accuracy of traditional CNLVPR is worse than our hashing-based methods. Moreover, SeqCNNSLAM achieves the worst performance among four algorithms, especially on Berlin Halenseestraβe subset where the SeqCNNSLAM is totally invalid. We also evaluate viewpoint invariance on Nordland dataset where viewpoint changes by horizontally shifting the context of reference images on Winter subset (shown in Fig.8(e) ). When viewpoint changes, ConvNet landmark-based VPR methods reveal better stability. Furthermore, the superiority of H-SeqCNLVPR becomes more and more obvious with the changes of viewpoint (from Figs.8(c) to (d)), especially in Fig.8(d) where H-SeqCNLVPR outperforms SeqCNLVPR and CNLVPR by a large margin under the maximum viewpoint change by 13.9%. Besides, the maximum recall at 100% precision of H-SeqCNLVPR and H-CNLVPR decrease by 18.4% (from 83% to 67.7%) and 64.2 (from 12% to 4.3) when viewpoint change varies from 0% to 13.9% while the value of SeqCNNSLAM is 93.8% (from 36.8% to 2.3%) and 30.4% for CNLVPR (from 6.4% to 2.2%). Through huge decreasing appears in H-CNLVPR, it still stands at a high recognition accuracy. From experiments conducted on three datasets, we can find that SeqCNNSLAM is sensitive to viewpoint change, this is because global descriptor changes a lot when viewpoint varies in an image. However, ConvNet landmarkbased methods handle this problem perfectly by combing the local descriptor (landmark) and global descriptor (ConvNet feature). Though CNLVPR exhibits good robustness in the work [19] , it still needs to be improved for real application. Our hashing-based methods show improving performance under viewpoint changes. From the comparison between H-SeqCNLVPR and H-CNLVPR, temporal-based sequence can ensure the best robustness under different viewpoint change.
2) ROBUSTNESS TO APPEARANCE CHANGES
In the next evaluation, we assess the robustness of various approaches to variations in appearance due to seasonal and illumination changes on Nordland and St Lucia datasets. Fig.8(a) shows comparisons on Nordland dataset. As examples in Fig.8(e) show, this dataset exhibits changes caused by season, weather and illumination. In contrast to precisionrecall curves produced by the CNLVPR and SeqCNNSLAM, our method H-SeqCNLVPR significantly outperforms both of them with perfect performance, though our basic method H-CNLVPR is slightly inferior to SeqCNSLAM but are more robust than CNLVPR. Fig.9(a) shows evaluation results on St Lucia dataset. As mentioned previously, the St Lucia dataset suffers moderate illumination changes due to different times of the day. Besides, there also exists dynamic objects (as shown in Fig.9(b) ), which pose more challenge than Nordland dataset to some extent. With the results in Fig.9(a) , we can conclude that our two methods surpass CNLVPR and SeqCNNSLAM. As expected, Our H-SeqCNLVPR is more robust than our H-CNLVPR; H-CNL-VPR is superior than CNLVPR.
Extensive experiments above have revealed that our hashing-based ConvNet landmark-based VPR significantly improve the invariance of previous CNLVPR under various challengeable cases. Besides, sequence searching plays a key role in maintaining the perfect robustness of our H-SeqCNLVPR.
3) EVALUATION ON AVERAGE ERROR OF CENTER OFFSET
In this section, we introduce average error of center offset to better understand the surprising results of our H-CNLVPR and H-SeqCNLVPR. As it mentioned in the part of evaluation methods, average error of center offset reflects the spatial consistence of matched landmark pairs so that it can be usedas a metric to measure the quality of matched landmark pairs. Here, we take Mapillary for instance, we calculate average error of center offset between each query image and its most similar candidate generated by a certain VPR method. Fig.10(a) exhibits the comparison in terms of average error of center offset between CNLVPR and Our H-CNLVPR on Berlin Kurfürstendamm subset. It can be found that the average errors of H-CNLVPR in each query image are almost lower than the value of CNLVPR. In addition, the mean on average error of center offset of H-CNLVPR is 14.6 (displayed in red dash line) but the value of CNLVPR is 33.2 (illustrated in green dash line). Similar performance also VOLUME 7, 2019 happens in Berlin Halenseestraβe subset, showing in Fig.10(b) , the mean with respect to average error of H-CNLVPR is 17.4 while the value of CNLVPR is 32.3. So, we can conclude that our proposed H-CNLVPR has better results of landmark matching. The reason why our hashingbased method has lower average error of center offset than traditional bidirectional linear search based CNLVPR, is that the latter does not eliminate poor or wrong matched landmark pairs, causing may false positive matched landmarks in the process of calculating image similarity. Our methods doing landmark matching by finding optimal similar landmarks in a reference landmark space, are unlike to generate weak wrong matched landmark pairs.
4) EVALUATION OF MATCHING EFFICIENCY
Like other state-of-the-art methods [19] , [20] , [29] , ConvNet landmark-based VPR systems in its current state are hard to process images in real time because, for each retrieve, a considerable number of landmarks (usually 50 to 100) and its ConvNet features need to be extracted. However, in our desktop computer, calculating a single ConvNet feature requires several milliseconds using Caffe on a NVIDIA GTX1050Ti graphic card. As mentioned previously, traditional CNLVPR applies bidirectional linear search for landmark matching, causing too much time consumption, our hashing-based method not only improves the quality of matched landmark pairs but speeds up the average matching time. We report the details of average matching time in Table 4 . On the whole, our methods, no matter the intermediate method H-CNLVPR or the ultimate H-SeqCNLVPR are far faster than previous CNLVPR by at least two orders of magnitude. With the increasing of the scale of dataset, the advantage of our methods is more and more obvious. For example, the searching time of our H-CNLVPR on the Nordland dataset is as little as 0.4771 seconds for per query while the time of CNLVPR is 440.1894. Note that the average searching time of our H-CNLVPR is 922× speedup over CNLVPR. Besides, our ultimate H-SeqCNLVPR which utilizes image sequence to perform place recognition is only slightly slow than our H-CNLVPR. The total matching time for per query of our methods consists of two parts: to search the LSHTs and to perform similarity calculation and analyzation. The reason why our two methods achieve this high matching efficiency are two-fold: first, we use hashing to perform landmark matching rather than bidirectional linear searching in CNLVPR; second, we conduct similarity calculation and analyzation only within a series of dominant sets not a whole dataset.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, our proposed method extends the ConvNet landmark-based VPR from two perspectives, that is, sequence search and hashing-based landmark indexing. Extensive experiments are performed to verify the efficiency of combing sequence searching and MultipCpLSH-based k-NN indexing. Those quantitative results on four challengeable benchmark datasets show that our proposed H-SeqCNLVPR significantly improves the robustness of traditional ConvNet landmark based VPR under condition and viewpoint changes. It also outperforms a state-of-the-art sequence search based VPR SeqCNNSLAM in most cases. We believe that our work promotes the ConvNet landmarked-based VPR, thereby rendering this method practical. Like the traditional ConvNet landmark based VPR [19] , some works of our pipeline are be done off-line, which limits of our work in robot applications. We will develop a real-time version of H-SeqCNLVPR in our future work; thus, this method can be used in robot complication. We will also conduct research on using semantic landmarks and exploiting more prior information in images to improve the ConvNet landmark-based VPR in the future.
